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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR
THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Science serves its readers as a forum for the presentation and discussion of important issues related to the advancement of science, includin* the presentation of minority or conflicting points of view, rather than by publishing only material on which a consensus has been
reached. Accordingly, all articles published in Scienceincluding editorials, news and comment, and book reviews-are signed and reflect the individual views of the
authors and not official points of view adopted by the
AAAS or the institutions with which the authors are af-
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About Space

orer I, America's first satellite, went into orbit 31 January 1958, just
ago. The American space program, scientific and commercial, has
followe d at an unprecedented rate. Our record in space has been upbeat all
along. P'erhaps space shines the brighter when we contrast our success there
with th e way we founder in a slough of dollars in education, health care,
welfare,, and other government activities. But space has been remarkably
rewardi ing by any standards, private or public. Why is this? It is because
e people and our government-have been willing to try new and
we-the
promisiiing things without any guarantee of success.
In a sstrictly practical way, this has created and is creating useful things
which hiave never existed before. It is an American technology of building
and lauiinching communication satellites that has put remote and undeveloped naitions in instant touch with the rest of the world, and that can provide
internal communication among the sparsely settled provinces of Canada and
the man y islands of Indonesia. It is an American technology of surveillance
that in part makes SALT agreements meaningful and therefore possible.
Americzan satellites easily provide navigational and positional data of hitherto un]precedented accuracy. They show at a glance the paths of hurricanes, tthe course of the Gulf Stream, the growth of crops, the quality of
water Ini lakes, and the evolution of urbanization. And they will show more.
Comnmunication satellites have had an unqualified technical and economic
success
Intelsat, the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium i, has a membership of 101 nations, assets of around $400 million,
and an aannual revenue of around $155 million. It provides about 20,000 halfcircuits (one-way) worldwide. Comsat, the manager and American participant deerives over $150 million in annual gross revenues. Other American
,
companiies or groups have launched six satellites for domestic communication ser vice, and more will follow. In other satellite applications, economic
success
eugh may have to wait on the development of a community of users large
enough and skilled enough to cash in on new sorts of data.
In all experience, users and needs follow rather than precede innovation.
No one is born needing the telephone, and society before 1876 got along
very weell without it. Once invented and promoted, the telephone became
addictivie to individuals and nations. A user community grew up. So it was
with rai ilroads, automobiles, and airplanes. There was no widespread economic iimpact until a long course of technological endeavor had demonstrated an addictive capability. With that came economic success.
Whenn new things become as successful as communication satellites have,
governnment funding can be turned to promising new space endeavors. But
not eve rything we try can or should succeed in economic or social terms.
The poi int is, nothing new will succeed unless we try new things, and keep at
them lo )ng enough to give them a fair chance to change the world.
Some areas of space appear to be reserved perpetually for our government orr competing governments. We must continually spend government
money to ensure that our launch capabilities keep ahead of those of the rest
of the Mvorld. Without this, even the most lucrative uses of space will pass
ier hands. Adequate government support will also be needed to continue ar nd extend planetary exploration and other radically new space science. Irn stretching so far, it may be a long time before we see a financial
return. There are other considerations. Our successes in space science and
explora Ltion shine in the world and will shine in histmy.
If ice science, including planetary exploration, isg.1equately fundspa
ed, we will lose an art which, having led us to gloryo * lead us much
farther. A future without adequate support in this area vf4reat national
succe would be dismal indeed.-JOHN R. PIERCE, Department of ElectriSS
cal Eng,ineering, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena 91125
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